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INTRODUCTION

For the purpose of this talk:

VWO = NPO & NGO, but in the social or 
community service sector

Foundations = Traditional family or family- 
based philanthropic organisations
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What Makes Foundations Give? 

• Sell your CAUSE, not COST
• Is the cause in line with the Foundation’s 

philosophy?
• Does it provide financial assistance to the truly 

needy?
• Does it promote the transfer of knowledge? 
• Does it build capacity?
• Does it support innovative new ideas?
• Does it support integration, partnership with 

others?
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What Makes Foundations Give? 
Key questions that Foundations consider:
• Is the VWO well-managed and efficiently run? 
• Does the project have multiplier effects? 
• Is the project duplicating what’s already in the market? 
• Did the VWO try to aggregate resources or 

collaborate with other VWOs to make every dollar 
stretch, so that the benefits are multiplied?

• Is that donation the help the VWO needs to help itself?  
(For instance, with the donation, the VWO is able to 
obtain matching grants elsewhere, etc.)
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How Do Foundations Work?

A “sad, sob” story won’t work 

(Not Anymore!)
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How Do Foundations Work?

• Not just a Donor but a Driver and Catalyst
• Lien – Education, eldercare and environment

• Singapore Hospice Council – Lien 
Foundation’s hospice public awareness 
campaign (2006) 

• Tsao – Eldercare and ageing 
• Aware-Tsao Foundation Ageing Report 

(2005)
• TCTF – Deserving causes with clear outcomes

• Commissioned NUS to conduct a Study of 
Older Adults in Singapore (2004)
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How Do Foundations Work?

• Have a clear proposal or plan

• Some require you to adhere to a format, 
and to answer key questions
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How Do Foundations Work?

What the procedure may entail

• Apply & articulate clearly

• Secure a meeting

• Evaluation & Recommendation

• Processing

• Approval

• Disbursement
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How Do Foundations Work?

What We Monitor/Review

• Accounts are in order

• Efficient (spend less on operations)

• Have a healthy track record

• Submit a quality, not sub-standard, proposal

• Keep donors informed
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How Do Foundations Work?

When Is An Application Rejected?

• Falls outside funding parameters
• Poor track record
• No outcome report after the previous grant was

given
• Unclear what they want
• Poor attitude
• Someone blew the whistle
• [Exceptions]
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?

• Be self-sufficient 

• Social enterprise helps. But being enterprising or  
creative is more important

• Collaborate, minimise duplication and 
competition

• Don’t apply just to “try your luck”

• Foundations can easily compare notes
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?

• Being “transparent” isn’t good enough.

• Have good governance.

• Stay focused. Be disciplined.

• Don’t run before you can walk.
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?

Nurture Your Relationships

a)The VWO’s efforts should not stop the moment it 
gets the cheque.

b) Aim of the first meeting? 
Secure future funding.
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?

Nurture Your Relationships

• A common VWO complaint:

“I wish the donor told us earlier he was 
going to stop funding us this year!”

• But if the VWO has a proactive, close 
relationship with the donor, it may not ever 
have to come to that stage. 
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What Is Expected of VWO Today?

Nurture Your Relationships

c) If funding does get cut, how adaptable and 
responsive is the VWO in 

• seeking other forms of  support, 

• securing referrals to other donors, etc.
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?

Nurture Your Relationships

e) What Foundations like ours want to know:

• That the donation will go far and deep;

• That the VWO has done his homework, and 
tried his best to be resourceful.
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What Is Expected of VWOs Today?

Nurture Your Relationships
“Etiquette” Tips

• Don’t just give part of the picture.
• Share the breakdown of the project’s macro 

budget.
• If the donation makes up half of the entire 

budget, say so.
• Be upfront about who else is sponsoring your 

cause.
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Quick Tips

• Government policies will influence the sector. 
So keep on top of policy changes.

• Foundations and relevant government 
agencies can help network or match-make.
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Quick Tips
• Recognise and respond to new and emerging 

trends such as 
– Social Venture Philanthropy (SVP) 
– Community Foundations (CF) 
– Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 
– Overseas or International NGOs

• Be compatible to their causes, rather than view 
them as (new) competition
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NVPC SURVEY 2004
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NVPC SURVEY 2004
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Conclusion
• All hands on deck!

- Running a VWO can be tough, and quite often, 
thankless. Knowing what is required today means a 
VWO can avoid overburdening itself unnecessarily. 

• Pitch Smart; Pitch Right.
• What’s in store: Likely “shake out” in the sector, a 

“survival of the fittest” scenario.
• Who shines? A VWO that can value-add and/or 

make a real difference to the lives of the 
beneficiaries.
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